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Discussion Questions for Week 10 
 

Crime  
 

1. “Because crimes are sunk costs, any crime which cannot be deterred should not be punished”.  Explain 
the economic rationale for this provocative statement.  Why might we want to punish crimes in cases 
where there is no deterrence? 
 
2. The Bible uses the terms “an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth” as a general indicator that “the 
punishment should fit the crime” (this principle is sometimes referred to by the Latin phrase lex talionis) .  
Gandhi, on the other hand is quoted as saying that “an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth will only make 
us all blind and toothless”.  Would an economist support the Bible or Gandhi in thinking about 
punishments? 
 
3. Federal Sentencing Guidelines are controversial – primarily because, in the view of some, they 
unnecessarily constrain the freedom of judges to take a wide variety of factors into account in actually 
setting, say, fines or jail terms.  How would an economist come down on the issue of tailoring criminal 
sanctions to specific criminals? 
 
4. “Non-monetary sanctions” usually are taken to mean jail terms.  Why do jail terms have especially high 
social costs?  Are there other non-monetary sanctions that would have lower costs? 
 
5.  California and a few other states now have “three strike” laws under which much more severe sanctions 
are provided for third time offenders.  How might such a policy be justified in the Becker framework? 
 
6.  Shavell provides an interesting analysis of the incapacitation effects of imprisonment, noting in passing 
that “there is no intrinsic reason to require that a person actually have committed a harmful act or that he 
actually have done harm for him to be incapacitated”.  Doesn’t this fly in the face of the long standing 
principle of habeas corpus?  What is the relationship of such considerations to the incapacitation of 
suspected terrorists at Guantanamo?  
 
7.  An interesting episode of Startrek  focused on a distant planet in which the legal system punished the 
most minor of crimes with execution.  One of the crew of the Enterprise, for example, was sentenced to die 
for walking on the grass.  Captain Kirk reasoned that this planet was entitled to any law it wished, but he 
did ask that mercy be shown to his crew member.  Would Shavell agree with Captain Kirk’s assessment?   


